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France. For 90 years, Monoprix has been France’s leading city-centre retailer and a benchmark player

in the daily lives of city dwellers. It has built a one-of-a-kind relationship with its customers through its
store network and a digital ecosystem made up of monoprix.fr, Monoprix Plus and Monop’Hop. A

department store with a unique concept to make everyday life feel special, Monoprix provides a high-
quality food offering and an exclusive range of fashion, home and beauty products in the heart of the city.
Both in France and abroad, the banner draws on the power of its brand to express its own special vision
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of excellence and to offer customers a combination of contentment and commitment. Figures: > 315
stores in France, 103 stores outside France. > 21 000 employees. In 2021: > Introduction of new spaces

in stores dedicated to green mobility (La Station) and health (La Santé au quotidien) > Launch of
Monopflix, the first truly omnichannel subscription service that makes food shopping easier and rewards

customer loyalty. > Inauguration of the world’s first carbon-neutral warehouse, in line with Monoprix’s
vision and commitment to a low-carbon economy. > Prisunic-Monoprix exhibition at the Musée des Arts

Décoratifs in Paris. > Inauguration of the Monoprix Croisé-Laroche store, a reinvented layout that
embodies the vision of “French joie de vivre” > Launch of the Monop’Hop application, a new ultra-fast
delivery service. MONOP' The first French-style convenience store, monop’ is a condensed version of

Monoprix supermarkets dedicated to the changing consumer habits of city dwellers. Blending the
traditional and digital, monop’ offers a large selection of quality products and innovative services,

including takeaway eating areas and extended store hours. Figures : > 159 stores and 950 employees.
NATURALIA. Since 1973, Naturalia has given city shoppers the freedom to choose alternative

consumption practices. A pioneering organic food chain in France, Naturalia stores stand out for their
unique offering of 10,000 products, including fresh produce, dry goods and cosmetics that promote
biodiversity and support local French farmers. The first food retailer to obtain B Corp certification in

France, Naturalia promotes the values of quality and social and environmental responsibility day after
day. Figures : > 257 stores and 1,700 employees. SARENZA. Operating in 26 European countries with
a selection of 40,000 items from 500 brands – including five private labels – Sarenza is a leading name
in the fashion e-commerce landscape. The website and app draw on several strengths: service quality, a

large community of customer advisors who provide recommendations through the website’s chat line,
and multiple award-winning customer service. Figures : > 6,8 millions of clients and 210 employees.

CASINO BANNERS. Leaders in good food, Casino supermarkets are at the forefront of superior
products and new trends. From early morning to late evening, shoppers are engaged through all five
senses in a traditional covered market atmosphere, thanks to a friendly welcome and an unparalleled
selection of products. The banner has developed a product range focused on quality, pleasure and the

discovery of flavours from here and elsewhere. Located in city centres and holiday areas, the stores and
their teams cater to consumers’ everyday needs and special occasions. Figures: > 429 stores in

France, 26 stores outside France. > 10 860 employees. In 2021: > Opening of three supermarkets in
Bagneux, Lyon Gerland-Debourg and Juan-les-Pins and conversion of nine Géant Casino stores. >

Renovation of 73 stores. > Continued extension of store opening hours to provide autonomous service in
the evening and on Sunday afternoons: 52 autonomous outlets out of a total of 257 stores. > Roll-out in

250 stores of Belive’s artificial intelligence solution for managing product shortages. > Banner
commitments highlighted by the implementation of Veggie corners and the use of signage for specific

promotions. > Deployment in 62 stores of an extended fruit and vegetable concept promoting local,
seasonal products. > Roll-out in 321 stores of corners dedicated to the Leader Price product range. >

Continued development of partnerships with Claire’s (163, or 213 stores to date), Kumo (11) and
Badawin (3) > Development of two new concepts: Casino #Toutprès (already 6 stores) and Casino #Bio

(7 stores). 
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